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This is me







I personalise



But







Sometimes I 
don’t



Sometimes



I can’t be 
bothered



This is what 
people say



“Too hard”



“I already have 
everything I 

need”



“I simply can’t 
be bothered”



But



“Everybody 
lies”

house, MD



“Everybody 
lies”

house, MD



If 
personalisation 

is



getting



What 



you



want



You just have to 
get people to 

want something.
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The idea of 
Ambient 

personalisation is



That the user gets 
personalisation, 
just by using the 

site



That the user gets 
personalisation, 
just by using the 

site



Define



Ambient: of the 
surrounding area 
or environment



Personalise: 
make personal or 
more personal 



right...



But what does 
that mean?



Increasing the 
utility of a site 
by reacting to 

how the users use 
the site



Human behavior 
flows from three 

main sources: 
desire, emotion, and 

knowledge. 
Plato



Desire lines





Three choices



Block the path



Let people just 
use the desire 

lines





Pave the new 
paths





ok



So you can’t 
just pave the 
whole world
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A case study



Jan wants 
organic peas



jan goes to the 
supermarket site



Where are the 
peas?



Is there an 
organic section?



A fresh 
vegetable 
section?



A pea section?



Probably not a 
pea section?





Easy Ambient 
Personalisation



People who 
bought this also 

bought



Last time you 
shopped for



Hard Ambient 
Personalisation



Tailoring the 
homepage



Last time you 
bought organic 

food so...



This time show 
organic food 

upfront 



Remembering the 
user’s 

preferences



Saving last 
times shopping 

list



Offering recipes 
and additional 

items



Developer’s 
Nightmare Ambient 
Personalisation



Change structure 
of site and 
hierarchy of 
information



Dependent upon 
user choices



Adapt site to 
allow user’s 

paths to become 
smooth



The taxonomy has 
to expand



In the past, 
everything had 

its one 
place--the 

physical world 
demanded it.



but now 
everything has 
its places: 
multiple 

categories, 
multiple 
shelves.



 Simply put, 
everything is 

suddenly 
miscellaneous.

David Weinberger
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Beyond the case 
study



Intelligent 
search



Search that 
watches your 

search behaviour



And filters



If you always 
search for 

computer terms



And you search 
for apple



You get



Apple Mac



Not



Fiona Apple



Email filtering 
agents



Not spam filters



But behaviour 
filters



Doug from work



Keeps sending 
email jokes



Bad jokes



And the 
occassional work 

email



How about a 
filter that 
learns which 

ones you want to 
read?
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Issues



Privacy



You don’t wanna 
freak people out



Or break laws



Physical world 
limitations



People still 
expect physically 
limited hierarchy



They map their 
understanding



of the 
electronic world



To the physical 
world



When you are not 
yourself



When I buy 
a hello 

kitty purse



For my niece



I’m not being 
myself
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One of the keys 
to usability



Is understanding 
users



How much better 
if we designed 
our systems



To understand 
users



Questions?


